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This earth-shattering phenomenon will surely bring the world to its
knees-kneeling before Almighty God (Quran 26:4). After this, anyone
who denies the. Quran 's mathematical miracle, will have a guaranteed
reservation in the lowest pit of Hell (Quran 26:5-6).
to us) to
contact
Write the sura number and the number of verses next to each
and you get 17, the total number of units in the 5 daily prayers.

[2] Let us write down the sura number, followed by the number
every verse in the sura. This is what we get:
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This number IS a multiple of 19.
[3} Now, let us replace each verse number by the number of
in that verse. This is what we get:
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Properties of Sura 1, The Key ·
Verse No No. of Letters
19
1
17
2
3
12
11
4
5

19

6
7

18
43

GematrjcafValue

786
581
518

241
836
1072
6009

also a multiple of 19.
ITheor•etic:allv. cne can alter the letters of Sura 1, and still keep the same number of letters. However, the following mat~ematical
phenomena rule out that possibility. For the gematrical value of every single letter is taken into consideration. Here it ~

[4] Let us include the gematrical value of every verse, and write it down following the number of letters in each verse:
. .
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alsoamultipleof19.
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[5] Now, let u~ ~dd the numbe; o(~i.~b.\er~e~J follow;d by the number of letters in that verse, then the gematrical value of
that verse. This IS what we get: ; -': ;"· ·
, . . ,__ .

1JJ9 786217581 JJ2.6184JJ24J5198366J81072 7436009

amultipleof19

[6] InStead of the gematricai vatues of e~eryvers,e, let us write down the gematrical values of every individual letter in Sura 1. This
truly awesome miracle, shows that the resulting long number, consisting of 274 digits, is also a multiple of 19. ALLAHU AKBAR.

17119 2 60401303051302008405013020081040217 ... 50
This number starts with the sura number, followed by the number of verses in the sura, followed by the verse number, followed by
the number of letters in this verse, followed by the gematrical values of every letter in this verse, followed by the number of the
next verse, followed by the number ofletters in this verse, followed by the gematrical values of every letter in this verse, and so on
to the end of the sura. Thus, the last component is 50, the value of "N" ( last letter).
[7} Since I cannot write very long numbers here, let us substitute [*] for the long number consisting of the number of every ver*,
followed by the number of letters in the verse, followed by the gematrical value of every individual letter in the verse. If we wri~
down the number of the sura, fcllowed by its number of verses, we get 17, the number of units (Rak'aas) in the 5 daily prayerS.
Next to the 17, write down the number of the ftrst prayer (1), followed by its number of Rak'aas, which is 2, then two [*]'s, followed
by the number of the second prayer (2), followed by the number of Rak'aas in this second prayer (4), followed by four [*J's, and
so on. Not only is the resulLing long number a multiple of 19, but also the number of its component digits is 4636 (19x244).

1712[*] [*] 24[*] [*] [*] [*] 34[*][*]*][*]43 [*][*][*]54[*][*][*][*]

f MOHAMEDANS CHALLENGE GOD

They say: "If the Quran is complete and fully detailed, as Claimed by (;odin 6:114,
·· ··· · ·
where can we find the number of Rak'aas in the Quran?!!" ·

i

~od has now revealed the fmal answer to this most stupid challenge. Her~ it is.

171 2 l*1l*12 4l*1l*1l*1l*13 4l*1l*1*I l*14 3l*1l*1l*15 4l*If*I l*Il*1

(•J =a long number that includes the number of each verse, the number of letters in each verse, and the values of every letter.
This long number, which encompasses the five prayers and their Rak'aas, is a multiple of 19. Its number of digits ( 4636) is also a
multiple of 19. Additionally, if we write down the number of Rak'aas for each prayer, followed by the same nurnber of [*J's, the
n~~ulting long number is also a multiple of 19 (remember what each {*l represents, as explained above):
··
·
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we can appreciate the awesome
power divinely vested in Sura 1, "The
K..:y;" it opens the door of redemption.

the Quran's mathematical code (see
QtJRAN: THE FINAL TESTAMENT,
1989, Appendix One).

"Jurisprudence According to the Four
Sects," (Dar Al-Fikr, Beirut), '69, Pg257.

The revelation of this great miracle was
accomplished, exclusively a!i always,
through true believers; they are Edip
Yuksel, Saeed Talari, Mahmoud Ali
A bib, and Abdullah Arlk.
.

786
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This nuinber is very famouS in many Mus-

lim lands. It is the gematrical value of the
frrst verse of the Quran, Bismillah. in-

This great miracle is easily verifiable, stead of writing the name of God on
paper (letters, articles, etc.) then throwsince we are dealing with a short sura
ing
such papers into the garbage, they
1consisting of seven verses.· Obviously,
! God is strengthening the mi,racle sup..: write down 786. Obviously, God has
porting His Messenger of the Covenant, ·willed that the Muslims remain
Jto see how far the disbelievers will go in thoroughly familiar with the gematrical
rejecting such a powerful, simple, and syslem, by inspiring the Muslims to use
786 ~ place of Basmalah.
utterly overwhelming miracle.

I

Why AI-Faatehah
Must be Recited
in Arabic
I

iAdam received from his Lord words,
;,. hereby God redeemed him; He is the
'Redeemer. Most Merciful.
(2:37)

Adam had to utter specific "words" given
to him by God, in order to be redeemed.
Similarly, God has given us specific
words- the words .of Al-Faatehah -in
order to establish daily contact with Him
(S;llat), and redeem ourselves. As proven
bv the awesome mathematical miracle
p~esented here, every single letter in Sura
~ 1,Al-Faatehah, is divinely designed.

.
I

As most of you know, the number "19" is
:he common denominator throughout

GREAT TRAGEDY
IN MECCA
One can easily see that this mighty
miracle proves the special value of "The
Key," and its role in establishing contact
with our Creator. Satan does not want us
to establish su.ch a contact. This is why the
devil set out to destroy "The Key."
Satan's work is manifest in every mosque,
including the Sacred Mosque of Mecca.
When you pray behind today's corrupted imams you never hear the frrst and
most important verse of the Ouran: In the
Name of God, Most Gracious, Most
Merciful. According to their corrupted
jurisprudence -listen to this-"Bismillah is 'Makrooh.'" The word "Makrooh"
means "Hated!" Can you believe it? Here
is the reference from the classic book:

I

Additionally, at the erid of "The Key," (
Satan dictates . on his people the loud
proclamation of a non-Arabic, nonQuranic word- you will hear the praying
masses shout in unison: "AAAMEEN."
By cancelling the 19 letters of Bismillah
an::! ad::!.!ng ~A.AA.MEEEN'," Satan ;;.:!
sures that those people establish contact
with him, not with God.

They Lost "The Key"
The gematrical value of ~asmalah is 786,
and the value· of "Ameen" is 102. By
removing Basmalah arid adding
"Ameen," the Mohamedans' net result is
IJ' 102-786 = -684, and 684 is the gematrical
value of "Al-Quran Al-Kareem." This informs us that since the Mohamedans lost
"The Key," they have no access to the
Quran. This explains the famous strange
phenomenon that the Arabs keep saying
that the Quran is "difficult to understand," even though God repeats in the
Quran that He made the Quran easy.
By removing Basmalah, and adding
Ameen, the Mohamedans lost "The Key"
and, consequently, they have no access to
theQuran. • .

God Almighty has given me 1000 proofs-Quranic, physical, mathemati~cal, and utterly irrefutable-that I am God's purifying and consolidating
·Afessenger of the Covenant (Quran 3:81). Since February 1989, I have
t:hallenged the "if.fuslim Scholars" to-produce one, just one, proof that I
~ould not possibly be God's messenger.
I arn still waiting. $

David Dixon's Discovery
While stud)ing medicine in Toledo, Ohio,
David found time to reflect upon the
· ~ur.as whose numbers, plus their number
of verses add up to a multiple of 19. He
noted that there are 12 such suras. They
are suras 6, 15, 21, 39, 41, 42, 50, 55, 56,
70, 88, and 107. See Table.
This fact in itself was discovered earlier
by Sister Ihsan Ramadan. The new thing

tiplication factors of these 12
suras also add up to a multiple of19.
·
The sum of all the sura numbers and numbers of verses in
all 12 suras is 1444, and this
sum equals 19xl9x4.
Allahu Akbar.

1. Sura No.

2. No. of Verses

6·
15

165

99
112
75
54
53
45
78
96
44
26
7

21
39
41

42
50
55
56
70
88
107

Sum of the multiplication factors

Sum (1+2) f!!!:!!!r
171 = 19 X
9
114 = 19 X
6
133 19x · 7
114 = 19 X
6

=

95 = 19 J:
95 19 X
95 = 19 X
133 = 19 X
152 = 19 X
114 19 X

=

114
114

=

Y:
(

=

= 19 X
= 19 X
19x4

5
5
5
7
8
6
6
6

76

1

1he last revelation in the Quran was Sura 110, entitled "Victory" (AlNasr). This sura consists of 19 words; the first verse "God's victory will
surely come" consists of 19 Arabic letters. Since we are the generation o
believers blessed with God's 19-based miracle, this sura is talking about
us; VICTORY BELONGS TO US.
.
,God's truthful promiSe guarantees vtc-.
'tory, dignity, and support for the
believers. God's support for His devotees
who are blessed with the Quran's 19based miracle is very special. For, this
t!me, multitudes of people shall be
blessed with God's guidance and grace.
Millions of people are destined to
· th eo n1y relig~on
·
emb race G o d ' s relig~on,
acceptable to God, Submission.
Submission is God's unified and consolidated religion. According to God's
perfect plan, the prophets delivered all
the scriptures, then He sent a unifying
and consolidating messemger- His Messenger of the Covenant.
The Corruption of Religions
Even during Moses' lifetime, and despite
the witnessing of numerous profound
miracles-including the parting of the
Red Sea-Moses' followers worshlped
the calf. At the end of Moses' mission,
that David discovered was that the mul-

o~.~h:rmpee~lebeli=ved·:Ji.~Mosesrutd I A
Aaron, out of about a hw1dred-thousand

(5:23-25).
Jesus• Dozen
Despite God's profound miracles
manifested through Jesus Christ, only a
dozen disciples believed with him by the
time he departed. A few years after his
departure, Christianity became corrupted beyond recognition.
'
Muhammad's Struggle
Muhammad declared to his close relatives and friends that he was God's roessenger, and urged them to keep this fact
a guarded secret. After three years, the
secret became known, and with that a
tremendous and vicious persecution
poured upon the Prophet and his followers. The Prophet endured severe per·
secution for ten years, culminating in an
attempt to kill him. That is when he fled
hls hometown to Medina. The persecution and war continued, even in Medina.
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fen: yc.ars after Munammaa·s aeatn,
the Muslims began to idolize him, to the
point of distorting the Quran; they added
two false verses at the end of the last
Medinan sura (Sura 9) in honor of their
idol. Thus, Islam became corrupted
within two decades after the Prophet's
death.
,.
Victory &longs to Us
,
The great victory reported in the 19worded Sura 110 belongs to us. What is
happening now, and since the first year of
the 15th Islamic Century (1400 AH) is:

[1] Distinguishing God's very special servants: These are the believers who saw
the truth and upheld in theface of vicious
and severe persecution and insults.
[2] Conflnlling the wickedness of God's
enemies who oppose His great miracle.
[3] Giving me a chance to complete the
required work, before millions join us.
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Jl;!USLIM SCHOLARS
EMBRACE· A ·TRINITY
!vluzamrnil Siddiqui has confessed publicly that he does not uphold the (
Quran alone. In flagrant violation ofpowerful Quranic commandments,
he openly admitted that he upholds a trinity: "three basic sources ofIslam:
the Quran, the authentic Sunnah, the ljma'." Obviously, the "Muslim
scholarsJ' have to find sources besides the Quran to support their lies.
Just like the Christians who worship
Jesus against his will, Dr. Siddiqu~ representing the Musli.m scholars, refuses to
believe the Quran that came out of the
Prophet Muhammad's mouth. The purpose of Dr. Siddiqui's article in the latest
issue of his "Orange Crescent" (Sept-October, 89) is glaringly obvious throughout
his article: to reject and twist the Quran's
clear and obvious truth, in order to enforce the corrupted ideas of his masters.
Here Is the Quranic Truth
The Quran comman<Is us to uphold one
source. Upboldir.g other sources besides
the Quran is, by definition Shirk.
Say, ''Who is the greatest witness?" Say,
''God; He is the witness that this Quran i:s
revealed to me, to preach it to you and to.
future generations." (6:19)

When you read the Quran, we place between you and those who do not believe in
the Hereafter an invisible barrier. And we
place shields upon their minds to prevent
them from understanding it, and deafness
in their ears. And when you preach your
Lord using the Quran ALONE, they run
away in aversion. (17:45-46)
You shall preach with the Quran (not the
Quran, Sunno.Jr., and Jjma') to those who
reverence My commandments. (50:45)
The messenger will say, "My Lord, my
people have deserted this Quran" (not
Quran, Sunno.Jr., & Jjma'). (25:30)

What the Quran says about ljma'
Ifyou obey the majority, they will lead you
to Hell. (6:115)

I

The majority will not believe. (12:103)

I

The majority or those who believe will fall
into idol worship. (ll:106)

The ljma' that Dr. Siddiqui upholds is
very clearly condemned by God.

"

Who Is Your God?

If you choose the scholars' opinions instead of God's, the scholars are your
ods.
"They set up their religious leaders and
scholars as gods instead of God. (9:31)

Advice to Muzammil
Repent. Read the Quranic verses you
quoted in your own article. Who is really
manipulating the Quran; you or me?
The Muslims you mislead will spend eternity cursing you, and beating you up.
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